typdef struct Nameval Nameval; struct Nameval { char *name; int value; } /* HTML characters, e.g. AElig is a ligature of A and E. */ /* values are Unicode/ISO10646 encoding. */ Nameval htmlchars[] = { "Aelig", 0x00c6, "Aacute", 0x00c1, "Acirc", 0x00c2, /* … */ "zeta", 0x03b6 }; /* lookup: sequential search for name in tab; return index */ int lookup(char *name, Nameval tab[], int ntab) { int i; for (i = 0; i < ntab; i++) if (strcmp(name, tab[i] .name) == 0) return i; return -1; /* no match */ }
Binary Search
Only works on sorted collections Only works on indexed collections (arrays, vectors) Start in the middle:
Cut search space in ½ Need θ(lg(n)) time, worst (and avg.) /* lookup: binary search for name in tab; return index or -1 if not found. */ int lookup(char *name, Nameval tab[], int ntab) { int low, high, mid, cmp; low = 0; high = ntab -1; while (low <= hight) { mid = (low + high)/2; cmp = strcmp(name, tab [mid] .name); if (cmp < 0) high = mid -1; else if (cmp > 0) low = mid + 1; else /* found match */ return mid; } return -1; /* no match */ } pick one element of the array (pivot) partition the other elements into two groups those less than the pivot those that are greater than or equal to the pivot Pivot is now in the right place recursively sort each (strictly smaller) group /* scmp: string compare of *p1 and *p2 */ /* p1 is a ptr to a string, or char*, so is a */ /* ptr to a ptr, or a char** */ int scmp(const void *p1, const void *p2) { char *v1, *v2; v1 = *((char**) p1); v2 = *((char**) p2); return strcmp(v1, v2); } Growing Arrays in C typedef struct Nameval Nameval; struct Nameval { char *name; int value; }; struct NvTable { int nval; /* current number of values */ int max; /* allocated number of values */ Nameval *data; /* array of name-value pairs */ }; enum { NVINIT = 1, NVGROW = 2 }; struct NvTable symList; /* addname: add new name and value to symList */ int addname( Nameval newname ) { Nameval *nvp; if( symList.data == NULL) { /* first time */ symList.dat = (Nameval*) malloc(NVINIT * sizeof(Nameval)); if( symList.dat == NULL ) /* check for no memory */ return -1; symList.max = NVINIT; symList.nval = 0; } else if( symList.nval >= symList.max) { /* grow */ nvp = (Nameval*) realloc( symList.data, (NVGROW*symList.max)*sizeof(Nameval)); if( nvp == NULL ) /* realloc failed */ return -1; symList.max *= NVGROW; symList.data = nvp; } symList.data[symList.nval] = newname; return symList.nval++; } head Lists in C typedef struct Nameval Nameval; struct Nameval { char *name; int value; Nameval *next; /* in list */ }; /* newitem: create new item from name and value */ Nameval* newitem(char *name, int value) { Nameval *newp; newp = (Nameval *) emalloc(sizeof(Nameval)); newp->name = name; newp->value = value; newp->next = NULL; return newp; } Lists in C /* addfront: add newp to front of listp */ Nameval *addfront(Nameval *listp, Nameval *newp) { newp->next=listp; return newp; } nvlist = addfront( nvlist, newitem( "smiley", 0x263A ));
Append Element void (*fn)(Nameval*, void*), void *arg ) { for ( ; listp != NULL; listp = listp->next) (*fn)(listp, arg); /* call the function */ } void (*fn)(Nameval*, void*) is a pointer to a void function of two arguments -the first argument is a pointer to a Nameval and the second is a generic pointer.
